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November 18, 2015 

National Park Service Southeast 
Regional Office 
100 Alabama St., SW, Bldg. 
1924 Atlanta, GA  30303 

Re:  Concession Contract No. CC-  

Dear : 

I am writing to you on behalf of the  to thank 
you for your response dated November 11, 2015 to my letter dated October 20, 2015.  In your 
letter, NPS reversed the position it took in 1999 and now claims that the fire suppression system 
to be installed at  does not constitute fixtures and thus NPS will not agree that 

 is entitled to LSI in this item.  Your letter also made it clear that NPS is firm in its new 
position (including its view that the railings are not fixtures) and your response ends any further 
discussion of this matter. Thus, the parties are clearly at an impasse.  Based on your response, it 
now appears that NPS has given  the undesirable option of either giving in to the 
agency and absorbing a cost which will likely exceed $600,000, or filing an expensive and time-
consuming claim against the government. 

Your letter suggests that NPS never took a position on the issue of whether fire 
suppression systems fall under the regulatory definition of fixtures set out at 36 C.F.R. § 51.51.  
With all respect, this suggestion is not true.  In 1999, NPS explicitly stated in the Federal 
Register that it had concluded that fire suppression systems met all the elements of NPS’s 
definition.  While NPS revised its final regulation solely to “avoid unnecessary discussion,” it 
did not change the definition of a fixture and NPS explicitly stated that the revision did not mean 
that it had changed its prior position as to fire suppression systems being fixtures.  Notably, the 
design, manufacture and installation of fire suppression systems is no different today than it was 
in 1999.  Therefore, if these intricate systems met the criteria of the regulation in 1999, we see no 
reason why they no longer would meet those very same criteria.  Thus, we do not believe that 
NPS will be able to convince a court that its recent reversal is legitimate. 

Notably, your letter also admits that NPS rejected state law when it invented its own 
definition of the term “fixtures” in its regulation implementing the Concessions Management 
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Improvement Act of 1998.1  This rejection of state law was improper.  The term “fixtures” was 
set out by Congress in the 1998 Act to describe items in which Congress very much wanted 
concessioners to have LSI.  54 U.S.C. § 101915(a)(1).  “Fixtures” is a legal term which is 
defined under respective state laws, not any federal law.  Given that Congress did not set out a 
unique definition of the term “fixtures” to be used for purposes of the federal statute, Congress 
clearly intended for NPS to implement the appropriate state property law definition of fixtures 
rather than invent its own unique definition for that term, as you now admit NPS did when it 
rejected state law in creating this definition.   
 
 We have cited numerous state court decisions, as well as the same appraisal treatise that 
NPS has relied upon in the past, which show that fire suppression systems have long been 
considered fixtures under established state law.  The fact that NPS’s definition eliminates items 
which the courts and authoritative treatises have recognized constitute fixtures shows that NPS’s 
unique regulatory definition, which is contrary to these authorities, is inappropriate.  We 
therefore will also be challenging the validity of this regulation at 36 C.F.R. § 51.51 in light of 
NPS’s current effort to use it to eliminate items which clearly fall under the intent of the term as 
used by Congress in the federal statute.  
 
 To support your position, you refer to an internal NPS document as authoritative 
proof that the items at issue are not “fixtures.”  The document you refer to, titled 
Leasehold Surrender Interest Guide- DRAFT (October 2015), apparently is a draft 
internal NPS policy memorandum which was authored by Deb Harvey, a member of 
NPS’s concession group.  This DRAFT Guide was not included in the Prospectus for the 
contract at issue, much less made part of that contract.  Nor was it ever issued for public 
comment.  Thus, this internal DRAFT Guide drafted by Ms. Harvey is not legally binding 
on either NPS or .  See Wilderness Society v. Norton, 434 F.3d 584, 595—
97 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (NPS management policies are only for internal guidance and do not 
establish binding rules); River Runners For Wilderness v. Martin, 593 F. 3d 1064, 1071 
(9th Cir. 2010); Greater Yellowstone Coalition v. Kempthorne, 577 F. Supp. 2d 183, 206 
(D.C. Cir. 2008) (NPS management policies “are not independently judicially 
enforceable”).  In fact, the draft Guide admits as much, stating “[t]his Guide does not 
adapt mandatory requirements or policy for the National Park Service or NPS 
concessioners” and that “NPS estimates of LSI value as described in this Guide are not 
legally binding either on the Concessioner or NPS.” 
 
 Finally, it is noteworthy that NPS’s position leaves fire suppression systems in 
legal no-man’s land.  In your letter, you insist they are not fixtures.  In the DRAFT LSI 
Guide which you rely upon, NPS states that the systems do not consist of building 
materials. Thus, it appears that NPS has taken the position that these items are not 
property because we are unaware of any other property classification which could even 
arguably apply to them.  As we believe the court will agree, outcomes such as this reveal 
invalid reasoning. 

1 Your letter unequivocally admits “[t]he National Park Service does not follow state law in its 
definition of fixtures for LSI purposes.”   
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 We appreciate the time you have taken in addressing this issue and will let you 
know how   decides to resolve this matter.   
 
      Very truly yours, 
 
      THE GARDEN LAW FIRM, P.C. 
      Kevin R. Garden 
      Kevin R. Garden 
 
cc:  




